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SIKBTARY

The mineral development programme executed by the Department of

Technical Co—operation for Development of the United Nations

Secretariat, financed by the United Nations Development Programme and

other sources^ has in the past 20 years supported almost 2D0 projects

in some 80 countries* In addition to exploration for a variety of

metals and minerals, these activities also include feasibility studies*

the provision of chemical laboratories and equipment, institution

building, training, and short—term advisory services.

More than 50 per cent of the budget of presently active projects has

been allocated to countries within the region of the Economic Commission

for Africa, At the beginning of 1980 more than 20 United Nations

projects at a total budget of approximately $28 million were underway.

This paper summarizes the objectives and the scope of some of these

projects and highlights the non—operational activities of the Department

of Technical Co—operation for Development.
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I. BUS MINERAL RESOURCES SECTOR: BACKGROUND AND PROSPECTS

The c jectives of mineral development in a country depend on many

factors such as toe geographic situation, mineral endowment, the availability
of trained personnel, the size of the mining sector, the level of dependence
on this sector for public and private income, the overall national goals,
and the local markets for minerals Accordingly, strategies will differ among
countries, and the degree of priority given to the mineral sector will
depend on the country's overall policies.

Notwithstanding this diversity, most in the developing countries would
arree that the mineral sector should contribute to national economic and
social development; provide revenues to the government and contribute to
foreign exchange earnings; provide employment opportunities at ■£a£a*£2easi
and help in the development of a skilled labour force; promote local proce*s_..g

to the extent possible with the available capital, skills and markets,
supply raw materials to local industry; aim at a diversification of the
nusberof commodities produced and of export markets; and protect the
environment and the health of the people. United Nations programmes are

reared" to help to achieve these objectives, improve knowledge on the mineral
potentials, and increase the local share of the benefits derived from the

sector.

H^-nt demand and supply trends. The years since the commodity price peaks
I-" 1*15M have been difficult for many mineral producing and exporting
countries since prices have been at low levels for copper, iron ore,
nickel and other metals. Production has exceeded demand and -excessively
hiah stocks have accumulated which only recently have declined.
Other raaoor mineral export commodities of the developing .countries, such as
phosphate rock and manganese ore, have also been affected.

Iherv* appears to be general agreement that price instability will
continue, even though prices of c pper, lead, nicke., aluminium, gold,
silver and other metals have moved upwards. For the medium and long term,
more favourable prices are often projected; however, the evaluation of

lonc-tefri trends has become more difficult than before because of the
uncertainty over economic growth in the major raw materials consuming
countries.' Though demand for certain rav materials is growing rapidly in
several developing countries, the impact on world markets is linatea for
many years by the relatively low level of present consumption.

Because of low "prices and reduced demand since 197**, investment in
new capacity has been severely curtailed during these years. At present,
only few1 major projects are nearing the production stage and even fewer
have been announced for future development. Supply shortages for some
raetuls cannot be excluded; such shortages, in turn,coild result in price
increases, thus continuing the past cycle of instability with sharp
fluctuations of revenue for the exporting developing countries.

The role of exploration. Exploration - from "grassroots" surveying to. the
completion of a feasibility study and the decision to proceed with
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development - is the first stsp in e chain of activities. Though it accounts

for only about 5 per cent of the total expenditures of t3 mineral industry,

exploration is of decisive importance for its :cr^ tire prospects because

mineral projects require long periods frcm the moment a discovery has been

made until production commences, 10 yerrs or more being the norm in the

case of major mines aiti processing facilities. It is at the end of the

exploration &nd evaluation phases that decisions ere rtade between competing

deposit;;, with those which are better known having a definite advantage.

Funds invested in mineral exploration are much more at risk than those

for construction or performance improvement In.production* Very few of the

large number of mineral deposits known can ba developed economically. An

efficient world mining industry must investigate many mineral prospects,

so that exploration that is postponed or carried out at a slov pace because

of lack of funds causes all other subsequent stages to be correspondingly

delayed, or causes relatively .high-cost developments to be undertaken.

Since international companies have withdrawn from many developing countries

or reduced their level of involvement, in part because of the perceived

"political" risk and in part because of the past sluggish demeiad for major

mineral commodities worldwide, more of the burden of exploration in the

developing countries must be borne by governments, national state-owned

or private firms, or international organizations.

II. UNITED HATICUS :d!3?J& DEVEXiOIWENT ACTIVITIES

Over the past 20 years, the technical assistance programme in mineral

resources development financed with funds from the United Nations Development

Programme (UHDP) and other sources arid executed by the Department of

Technical Co-oporation for Development (DTCD), has extended over a vide
raivze of activities from regional surveys to pre-feasibility studies,

training and institution building, technical advisory services, studies on

trends of dema. i and supply of mineral commodities 5 and tKe analysis of the

role of the mineral sector in economic development generally. The main

emphasis in the past h£s been on exploration for mineral deposits of base

metals that would support large mining projects -and*contribute substantially

to export earnings • About $200 million h*vy« been spent c$. mineral development

from UNDP sources with a comparable;. though somewhat smaller amount contributed

by governments through, ccunxerpart ser ices.

Because mineral exploration and development is s. long-term activity, many of

benefits will only be anjoyed in the future. Nevertheless, there are several

examples of projects tfcich are yielding current benefits to the governments

concerned: The Mamut copper mine in Malaysia commenced production in 1975 and

is expanding its capacity; the La Caridad copper project in Mexico has become

operational lest year; an*, in Panama, the discovery of.the Fetaquilla copper

deposit (which is also under consideration ^or-development) induced accelerated
exploration efforts in that country. The result was the discovery of the

Cerro Colorado copper deposit for which a feasibility study bas been prepared

with required investment estimated to be about $1.6 billion.
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Further examples of successful UHDP-financed exploration are tile

Tambao manganese project in Upper Volta (in the feasibility study stage),
the Lbs Pelambres copper occurrence in Chile (feasibility study being
prepared), the Mt. Nimba iron are deposits (Guinea)> nickel occurrences in
Burundi and Tanzania, potash in Morocco, tin in Indonesia and Burma> and

marble in Togo. Prefeasibility studies to determine the economic viability

o$ mining projects have been undertaken in Burundi (nickel), in Buhna (tin)
and in Pakistan (copper). The construction of a pilot plant to assist Cuban
nickel production is the subject of another UMDP project*. Some o£<the) projects
undertaken in countries within the region of the Economic Commifision for

Africa are highlighted later In this paper.

Changes in tine, relationship between developing countries and foreign

investors and importers have taken place in the past years ftnd market

conditions, financing methods and the structure of the mineral sector in

many countries have adjusted to these changes. First, there has been a

decline in exploration expenditures in the developing countries *»* group

and a shift of such expenditures to a small number of industrial and

developing countries. Second, individual projectsr because of declining ^

ore grades and less favourable infrastructure, are becoming larger, require

higher capital investments and longer tirw periods for completion. One of

the implications is that prefeasibility and feasibility studies are becoming

more important., Third, private companies now perceive a greater risk in many

developing countries because of possible renegotiation of agreements once

production has commenced. And fourth, unfavourable market conditions for

aany non-fuel minerals and metals have led to a reduction of exploration
expenditures generally or a redirection of exploration activities to fossil

fuels (mainly uranium and coal)* ■ ■ -: ; n

These changes are reflected in the increased diversity of United Nations

technical assistance, which inter alia, is concerned with (a); exploration
for metallic minerals; (b) evaluation of non-metallic minerals for local ■

industry or for export* (c) improvement of the geoscientific data base of

countries or regions, not only for mineral development but also for planning

in agriculture and industry; (d) promotion of processing of-mineral; rs* : ;
materials in producer, countries; (e) prefeasibility and, in selected cases, /

feasibility studies; (f) training of national personnel and institution

building; (g) and advice, upon request, on negotiations with investors, on
legislation in the mineral field, and on market evaluation*-

Exploration for metallic minerals* The total value of world metallic mineral ;

production at the mine mouth (before;further beneficiation or processing);.i*:» •■>-
approximately $50-60 billion annually (in 19T7 prices). The share of the
developing countries. amounts to about JO per cent and is expected to grow to

about one third over the next 5 to 6 years. Of this total* copper and iron

ore account for about 50 per cent, and gold (where production is concentrated

in the developed countries) for another 15 per cent. The opportunities for
the developing countries to further increase their share of world production

of these minerals are good if one takes into account their resources of most

of the metals. Since modern mining projects are large, the impact of each of

them in terms of government revenue is considerable and is especially so in

the least developed countries. Continuation of technical assistance in

exploration for these deposits is therefore of importance if the potential

benefits are to be realized.
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for and evaluation of non-metallic minerals. The value of
worldwide production of non-metallic minerals is in the range of $75 billion
annually; these miherals«are of importance1 !:for a wide range of industries and
for agriculture/.'The maj6r groups of non-metallic minerals are: (a) cons
truction materials (sand and gravel, dimension stone, crushed and broken
stone, cement raw materials, marble, asbestosi'arid others); (b) ceramic and

glar.s raw materials (clays, silica sand; feldspar, talc^limestone, dolomite,
barUeh (e)trefractory and metallurgical raw materials (fluorspar, magneslte,
chro-nite, bauxite,''graphite^ kyanite); (dO:chemical raw materials (salt,
lithi«ay rutile^i&henite, kaolin1, zircon^ barite); (e) fertiliser raw
ajaterdals (phosj>hat«' rock, potash,'sulphTir); (f) natural abrasives (diamond,
corundua,-tnpoUy^attiet); and several others such as mica, bentonite, and
gen stones. -^ .■ • ■ ■■,..,:: ■ ■■■■'

ean;*e-subdivided ihto: two groups: (l) materialsV such
as those use&*;fQ*c*roaa tthftebuilding-construction/for ceramics and $lasB, and*1'1
for chesdcaX'fc&lk' products which are usually restricted'id13&cal use and must r:
be produced «s?cl©se a^possible to thr^ohsuraer- sihce-'&iei*-' loft-unit value '^ :
prohibi^8ot*aii3portati6nMt>veriong distances; an* (a) morals' vith (a; higher ; ■
unit value whleh can be'marketed *tfere4t«r Mstaheefe-frdm the'jibint of
productionnand'-may have-^sjaft-^dtehtSaXi^y^i"- ■:-^-i' ,i>nsi.-J.\ ■■■■ ■ ■ -■vs.

Assis.taJiice^prdvid*ea^byrahited Nations tecMi^al-eo^o^eTatibh projects ■
takes, ihto-account e^a^6«eg^and national'develdfjmeht'frilo^itiesi In the'case ■
of ttjose minerals'withuex^ortt^tftentlal, v atmfi&t analysis: will'be carried out "
si^ultaneooslar'With the field^xploafa^&n^&nd technical and1 economic evaluation:
Since marfcetsiiare often very sjteeta'lized,'it is essential that-standard product
specificatiofts'-beimet if prddttbtion is to compete with established producers.: :
Exploration: programmes-are Uke^rto be focused on a particular Mrveral or a -
sraall nuaber of them rather than on the assessment of the overall'potential of
a particular area. In the case of materials for local use, the markets are

ofteardet^n±ned^fey^ftaU6nisa.v|>lantting authorities';or locmi firms'^' Ih this;
case, assistance cou^i^cluUe-iaie>-fdentificatioiilc^f suitable minerals, r v
determination of toniw*ge«Jand gradfea;^the seltsetibh^ 6f beneficiatibh processes,
and the iaprovement of- existing and--planned^hiihg-aad prensessing operations.

Prefeasibillty'.an^^ftar>»t-H8tttaiiBa;n ft^ dJ&eiMbif-to ^eyelbp^W']partlcul^ mineral ;
deposit, whether:me*aiaicroa^;nonimet4l2a.e^^s"genet-aia^-tfaken after studies
of the techni<^^flnamial^&m'-^ techno-

economic feasibility.^ lii the G&ke-W'Wrge mihlnfe projects, the costs of

development are high and few: dtevel6*pih^ cdun^rles have the technical, personnel
and financial resources to support such an undertaking. External assistance
and finance are ii*»ly-t»hi^a*trActed oniy|;ifter a report has been prepared
indicating that a^pr«Oidlnary^o* fuU in^eetij^ition hatf been favourable.

Such investigations usuaMy eGmmence -with' ftn initial ghase-bf drilling
and sampling to confirm that the deposit has the necessary" size and metal

gradits and continue by the formulation1 of cbaeepts tat mining and processing

as well as requirements "such as-felectric power/ water, transport, labour and
housing. The costing of all these items leads'to the calculation of capital

Mi.-
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Wpw wnt «a to *rt«wm« Khrthw the
A IUU WMibUity study, ttotcb for lw««
410 - 50 alUicn, pw»»i4«» tto 4til4 y
on *id> the 4eei«ion to proceed *Uta cohttroetton be b»»e«J

, anliu addUloMl »au|«e» of fln«ce are

f O«rSii co.t. of the final otMWe*.
could be considered *w MHier proiect*.
^r.taff ia ttte Divl»i«6n of natural *«a

lly .*cnr«?
awropfiate teriw of reference

SSont?a«t6*f.^S^n^ in «*i*«J««^« "^Ig *JT
and finaliy in p*oviding tt»e j»>vern»ent, ^*»re requested and
cotasent on the eottelUBlon*presented,-,in «« final report.

is a ujwai, thonfore, for

n on the structure of the
SSon of the major coapaniea and ^^^
«nd horieontal Unlta^s, t*w structure of,«» mwitet, ^J^*?1

sources of finance, The olaJee&Ve $s to Assist gbva*nmentsjo aproach
negotiations with con«.anies viM knowledge and confidence after having
identified the widest possib3* range of deyelopnent options.

Responsible officials .in the developing countries aay, through ttie
■OtptrtMnftprf Technical Co-o»eration for Develojoent, obtain mnn to
of mining legisUtion, regulaUons and agreements, Advice is «*»«
supplement aay pubUshed material and to enable developing country
to prepare their positions for negotiation.
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V.MSdwtwwat» may find it difficult tpbrinr^^^ft*the .yar£ous ,inteOT|
let a mining venture - equity holders, tenders (banks, international agenoi^s,
national governmental inati^utlona), suppUere, consultants, coflsumBrfi--vonce
a prefeasibility^or feasibility stddy has been completed. The Department can

act as ap intermediary especially in those Instances vhere the feasibility

evajamSi'^ feaa tf<pn carried t)Ut with the technical assistance of fcpE1*'!"'

,_ .. ..„, assistance is also available to assist decision makers

to adeqiiately assess .ira^W&act of proposed miningvfrojecta, including in
particular identi^in§'man1J)OT^r and Itraining needs for an assessment .of the.:
potential economic ■jj.imsajses.* ~ " • ■ ?■': ; ■ •

Environmental studies. Recognition of the importance of preserving the

environawnt is^JMOi&g growing attention in the deveio^njj countries, tl
a trade-off wj-lToften be necessary between environmen1w.iprotection and ,..: . . ,: ''

other social and e^oi>c)mic ben.efi*8' Bnvironaerital probiifms likely to .arise. \\:?■'■■:''■
in new mining and jpt^ ;
analysis of" the* Ttfttit''jKftth.e.r^wj"pftforff'iJift onset o*..activities* *htt Tjeriod of - >

exploraticm is ideal fbr the collection data;
environmental data Qoilection can therefore be an integral part of future
projects' when i "'"'x"''

Activitiefrelated to the environment haw been carried out by Division
staff cieaibers at the fiougainville copper mine, Papua New Guinea, for bauxite

mining and processing in Janaica, for surface mining and reclamation of ^
productive soil in Thailand, Malay&ia and Indonesia, and on the.;:ecolo^.cal
impact bif offsnore..^ave^;'iBii|ingrin Israel. :. , ■ -■ --;'

Data acquisition and analysis. There has been a rapid increase In the amount

of data 00 geology, geochemistry and ^cijfeysics which, ^
stored, may become lost.. Previously obtained data may again become useful

for reinterpretation in light of new. developments in technology or In econctalc

circuaatances. Data collected during activities in the mineral rie^d are often
of great value also to other disciplines such as agriculture, ;enylfonmental

studies.%...nwdijplne^:#p$. fundamental scientific research. : ' , V '

The tec^oip^ ^o^jt^ t^a^^ such information has become available
in the farm of cpjnpuier tstora^>; special computer programmes, and other

facilities. Some countries have not yet established a reference data collection

and do not publish accumulated infarmation. Where neceswry, the United Nations

can assist in the establishment or Improvement of data processing facilities for

the earth sciences and, in particular, fpr e^loration and mineral development

purposes, Emphasis ia,placed on the need to make such data collections conpatibl

with the needs 0? other disciplines. -

Analysis and Information. Ttoe Department of Technical Cooperation for Developcat

through the Division of Natural Resources and Knergy, also studies and evaluate1
trends in demand, supply, resources} capacity and trade of mineral commodiUes.

The reports resulting from such monitoring and evaluation are regularly submitted

to the Committee on Natural Resources which held its sixth session at Istanbul

froa 5 to 15 June 1979. Examples of such reports are "Mineral resources: trends

and salient issues" (E/C.7/96), "Mineralresources: Economic, social and

^•■
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environmental impact of mining projects" (E/c.7/97), "Mineral resources:
recycling and substitution" £E/C,7/l0l), "The international classification
of :aincra3 resources" (&/C7/1C&) ^id studies on nickel (E/C.7/1O2; and
chromium (E/C<7/lO3). A comprehensive list of reports and books.is given

in Annexes I and II.

Special reports will be prepared on phosphate and potash fertilizers
for the seventh session of the Committee on Natural Resources at New York,

18 - 27 Hay I56I. In the report to the Committee on trends and salient
issues dn the.minerals sector, special emphasis will be placed on cobalt,

molybdenum and vanadium.

The role of,the minerals industry in the economies of developing .

countries and. the relations between host Governments and foreign inyestors
is another area of concern to the United Nations. Reports to United Nations
legislative bodies have dealt-with permanent sovereignty over natural
resources, multilateral development assistance for natural resources,

exploration, and the United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources
Exploration. Other studies have also been published, for example on
negotiating and drafting mining agreements, the economics of mineral
engineering, and financing mineral projects in developing countries.

To assist in the planning of future technical assistance activities
in the mineral field, the Department of Technical Co-operation for Development
is preparing Mineral Secstor Country Profiles for selected countries.
Profiles have been prepared for Oman, Zambia, Sierra Leone, Botswana,

Mozambique, EcuP^or, Cuba, Guatemala and Honduras.

III. PHSSEIfr PROJECTS IN UBE EGA REGION ;

Of the several projects presently undertaken in the region of the
Economic Commission for Africa, on^y selected exampl&s can be highlighted
here; a complete list of all projects.is given in Annex III.

Angola (ANG-78-017 Institutional, strengthening for mineral exploration;.

this project, to be funded by approximately $1.5 million from the United
Nations Development Programme for a period of three and a haJi" y^ars, aims
at establishing and fostering an independent national capacity in all aspects
of mineral resources development. More specifically, the National Directorate

of Geology and the Mineral Industry is to be assisted through expert service,
equipment, and basic exploration in an area south of Luanda, This area,
which is dose to the coast with good transportation conditions, easy

communication and the potential for hydroelectric power, is expected to

contain minerattaation of copper, zinc, silver, gold, uranium and several
non-oetallic minerals. Conditions are: also favourable to.find diamond, lead,
tungsten, molybdenum, tin, chromium, nickel, cobalt and other metals.
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The international staff of up to 12 long-term experts (project manager,
exploration geologist, economic geologist specializing in industrial

minerals, geophysicist, chemical analyst, drilling supervisor and others)

will be assisted by short-term consultants in mineral economics, beneficiation,

and negotiation of mineral development agreements, among others. Close

co-operation will be maintained with ttie Angolan counterpart staff.

assistance should contribute to a revival of the mining industry

ar, the Government recognizes the important contribution which can be made

to growth and independence by a strong national mining industry which would

provide employment, export earnings and capital accumulation and would give

an opportunity for infrastructure development. The Government will also

formulate a new mining code which, while respecting the need for national

sovereignty and control over its mineral resources, provides for international

including private - involvement in resource development.

Burundi (3PI-77-0O3Mineral Survey). United Nations mineral surveys have
been carried out without interruption from I969 (phase I from 19^9 to 1972*
phase XI from 1972 to 1977 and phase III from 1977 to last through 1981).
Total UIJDP contributions amount to $5.7 million; that of the Government is
t2qui.vtQ.ent to $1.7 million. Seme of the results are well known: several
deposits of nickel laterites have been identified in the_ vicinity of Gitega.

Ifickel contents are approximately 1.4-2.0 per cent, and the reasonably

investicated resources are more than enou^i to support nickel production

at, an annual capacity of > 20,000-50,000 tons for some decades.

Following the field investigations by the Burundi Ministry of Geology,

Minc3 and Industry and the United Nations project staff, contractors carried

out a metallurgical study (Mineral Sciences Division, UOP), a peat study
(Outokunpu Oy) and a general pre-feasibility study (Ralph M. Parsons Co.).
Peat is one of the alternatives considered as a source of energy; the other

possibility is hydropoweri 'Ihese studies indicate that an acceptable

solution can be found'to the problem of processing thd complex ore for the
recovery of nickel, cobalt, copper and other metals (e.g. platinum group
metals). The peat study considered the production of sod peat for fuel in
the metallurgical process, for the production of peat coke, and as a fuel for

raising steam for the production of electrical energy. Subsequently, the

wet carbonization process, presently under development at SRI International

(Palo Alto), has also been mentioned.

Though many obstacles remain, and the nickel market has been weak in

recent years, the Government is actively searching for foreign assistance

in the developatent of these nickel occurrences. The World Bank has also
provided assistance lately.

The present third phase of the United Nations Mineral Survey concentrates

on exploration for and investigation of mineral occurrences not covered

previously because most of the work was concentrated on the nickel deposits.

Among its long-term objectives are the evaluation of mineral resources within
the country; the development of a mining industry if economically produceable



deposits are identified; and the establishment of Government services for

research into and the development of mineral resources. Among the minerals

expected to be present are gold, radioactive minerals, rare earths, phosphate

rock and industrial minerals.

Ghana (GHA-78-OCfi Operational- assistance to trie State Gold Mining Corporation) *

Gold mining makes a large contribution to the economy of Ghana anil the State
Gold Mining Corppration has become a profitable concern as a result of the

current high price of gold. It is anticipated that profitable operations will
continue provided experienced management, is available, obsolete equipment can
bo replaced and the level of engineering and maintenance standards con be
raised. To increase the efficiency of the operations of the State Gold

Mining Corporation is the major objective of this project wljich w£U continue
through aid-1982; the contribution of the UHDP is $1.2 million.

In particular, the project, inter alia, provides management support for
atoping development and technical service activities as well as assistance
to the mechanical engineering departments oif individual mines for design,

planning and supervision; aims at an improvement of safety standards,

underground communications, and at extending the life of existing mechanical
and electrical equipment; and provides training to engineering technicians
and craftsmen.

The international staff to remain in Ghana for three years includes a

deputy nine manager, electrical and mechanical engineers, dredgeraasters,
and training and maintenance personnel';

Ethiopia (ETH-71-??7 Strengthening of the Geological Survey). Ethiopia,
with a predominantly agrarian economy, is pursuing a policy of developing

its natural resources and industrial potential as part of a deliberate effort
to diversify the country's economic resources and thereby generate employment
opportunities. The expansion of mineral activity is regarded as an area of
rapid local development.

This project, which continues activities of the first phase carried out
since 1(/T2, has the long-term objective to enable the Government to assess,
promote and control the development of the basic resources of the country by

strengthening the technical abilities of the Ethiopian Institute of Geological
Surveys. Assistance will be provided to the Institute to discover promising

mineral occurrences, to evaluate ttiem and to promote development of discoveries

In particular, the project activities include exploration for gold, platinum,
copper, zinc and chromium; regional geological mapping; an assessment of
ground-water resources of the country, combined with on-the-jbb training;

the provision of modern equipment; and training of Ethiopian nationals.
Total UNDP funds for both phases amount to $3.9 million.
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Tanzania (URT-77-005 Mineral investigation in north-west Tanzania).

During a previous project executed by the United Nations from 1974 to 1977,

indications of sulphide nickel mineralization and other minerals promised
ippd results for follow-up exploration on geochemical and geophysical
anomalies in north-west T&nzariia. The project, with a total budget of
about 31.2 million from the.United Nations Development Programme and

substantial counterpart contributions, has concentrated,primarily on the

delineation of a nickel deposit, on.exploration for tin.and tungsten, and

on eeochemieal surveys in previous^ identified favourable areas.

As a result of tiiese activities, potentially economically exploitable
nickel resources of saue 20 million" to*?s, of ore^w^tji grades of from
0.7 t6"t(;?.5;per cent nickel have'been indicated ifi the West Lakes Region;
total resources can be expected to.be substantially larger. The main

minerals present are pyrrhotite, pentlandite and.chalcopyrite (average

ccpjfbr (trades are about O.S-0,3 per cent). . Th£s is one of the few sulphide
nic>el deposits discovered in recent years. Among the recommendations for
tnc Government are (a) the assessment of total mineral potential of the
Kaban^a area ("where the nickel mineralization occurs); (b) the evaluation
of the enti're -jnetailogenic belt extending up to the Ugandan border; and
{:) -nore detailed investigations of the ore bodies so far delineated.
Z.-i addition, bench-scale beneficiation tests will have to be carried out
to identify possible processing routes.

The United Nations project is now continuing exploration in the East

Hift Area and has discontinued work.in the West Lakes Region. The Government
is Ih contact with foreign raining firms to continue work towards development
of a producing mine. '' ]_



I?. USgttD. MAXIOHS RSVOLVXHG FUHD FOR HAXURAL RESOURCES SXHiCRATION

Established in 1973* the United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources
Exploration became operational in 1975* Several countries offered to finance its
operation* during an initial period, after which financing would be expected to

come increasingly from "replenishment contributions" payable at a predetermined

rate, and over 4 predetermined period of time, from the production of mines

established as a result'-of the Fund's exploration and econcnic appraisal. The
Bevolviag Fund is based on the notion of risk sharing and self-help among the
community of developing countries* It recognizes that in the present economic

climate, high risk exploration financing is difficult to obtain.

In saae important aspects, the Fund's terms of reference and modalities differ
from those of other United Nation* projects- First, the recipient governments are
under no obligation to support the-Fund's projects either in kind or in cash. If

the project does not lead to discovery of a viable deposit, the total cost of the

project is absorbed by the Fund. In return, should the results lead to actual

commercial production within 30 years of the start of exploration, the government

undertakes to make "replenishment contributions" at the rate of 2 per cent of the

annual value of the mine output for a period of 15 years from the start of commercial

production. In principle, a ceiling may be accepted by the Fund's governing body,
to cover the possibility of the discovery of "bonanza" deposits.

Second, the Fund's operations are limited to exploration and economic
appraisal since support for broad geological surveys, training and institution

building ia already available from other sources. The Fund generally restricts

its operations to yUfol* targets and areas of favourable geology, of the type

mining companies migit be likely to consider. In the initial period, only
exploration for hard minerals is undertaken by the Fund, but the possibility of

expanding its activities to geothermal energy, full feasibility studies and
possibly other fields is under discussion.

the discovery and evaluation of potentially economic deposits by the Fund
is expected to place recipient countries in a stronger position to negotiate
favourable terms for the exploitation of these deposits and create new investment
opportunities for the government itself or for private sources of investment funds.

The initial operating capital has been provided by nine donor countries.

Of the total sun of US $26.9 million paid in and pledged by the end of 1979,
Japan accounts for $18 million, the Ifoited States $3.5 million, Canada $1.5 million,
Belgium ll.W million, Italy $1.25 million, the Netherlands $1.19 million,
Iraq $10,000, Indonesia $10,000 and Panama $1,000.

The initial period of the Revolving Furid ha3 not been easy, chiefly because
of it3 new requirement for replenishment contributions from projects that lead to
mineral production; governments therefore had been slow in accepting this new
form of technical co-operation. By the end of 1979, hovever, two projects had
been coopleted (in Sudan and Ecuador), three were operational (in Argentina,
Cyprus and Panama), and four were ready for submission to the Governing Council
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s:1 the .United Nations Development Programme -which nust approve all projects;

at present*. , In addition to. the three projects operational in early I98O, - ,

a further ei.^t ,a^i expected to,commence in I98O (in Kenya, Liberia, Sudan-,
Suriaaae, Egypt,, -Guyana, the Jbilippines and Upper Volta).

According to the. Report of the Administrator XJ, one of the completed

projects has been successful.and has "resulted in the discovery of an

economic hish-gradej<sy.ver deposit*^ The Government has indicated its

intention to develop the mine in which several investors have shown

interest. The Government has also requested the Fund's assistance in

providing consultants to advise on the most advantageous ways of attracting

potential investors and developing the property11.

V. AJSSoSMEM1 MISSIONS IN 2HE FIELD OF I^TUBAL RESOURCES

EXPLORATION AND ^ \

In 1977, the General Assembly, in its resolution 32/176, requested
the Jocretary-General of«the United Nations to prepare, with the assistance

y2 an intergovernmental group of'Mgh-level experts, a report containing

conclusions and recommendations on the following : .

(aj An estimate of the fliiancialreq.uireien.1is over the next 10 to 15
/earj for the exploration and Ibcatiori'of natural resources in developing

countries which indicate their'interest to 'the Se.cretary-General;

(b) The availability of multilateral mechanisms for the provision
■A' adequate finance for the exploration of1""natural resources with special

r-*:'e-rfince to the availability of. soft loans' with an element of subsidy for
developing countries, bearing ihloiiid, in'ber-alia, the special needs of

the least developed, land-locked; and island develdping countries and the

:iojl aeriously affected among them;

(c) The availability of mechanisms for the transfer of technology to

developing countries for the exploration and exploitation of natural

resources. ■

1/ United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration)

Pepcrt of the Administrator, United Nations Development Programme,

1«* April i960 (DPA77).
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In accordance with the mandate given to him and on the recommendation

of Government of Member States, the Secretary-General appointed a Group of

Kxperts on Mineral and Energy Exploration iii,'-Enveloping Goun-fcries to assist
in the analysis of these critical issues.. :;&e-Group met.atjilnited Nations
Headquarters from 17 to £1 April and from itf to" 21 July 197*8". The report
of the Group of Experts was presented to the General Assembly at its

thirty-third session (A/55/256, annex). The Secretary-General also forwarded
a note verbale to Member States requesting, them -to. ict^catejtheir interest

in the assessment of their financial nee&s for exploration over the next
10 to 15 years. In response to the Secrgtarv^enj^aljs cam$ttR$e«rfeion, \

28 Governments of developing countries 1/ indicated a desire to have such
an assessment of their financial requirements for. mineral andr»nffrgy

resources exploration.

Xn ita resolution 33/19^ of 29 January ^9j9j.tl;e OenerM^
Inter, alia: ■' ■■■- ' ■■■■ ■-■■"■JJ-'i ■■'''■' ■ :\ ■ /"/I'l.^" ....

(a) Took note of the report of the Secretary-General on multilateral
development assistance for the exploration & natural^resources; '

... (bjj[ Requested the Secretary-General -to1 organize 'and ui^lertake, in
co-operation with the Administrator of-ifre^lJnitga. KatJ.:onB: i)j?y|XotJfiient
programme, missions to developing countries that so^eques^ ta as'sist in
'whe assessment of the needs of those countries in the field of natural

resources exploration and' development, including^'&nl estimate'/of the costs

involved. ' .... -. ■ :.-•■: a ■;■:: ~.rw '■ :-!1'rrr-'

Finally, in resolution 3^/201 on multilateral .developtftent assistance
i'or the exploration of natural resources, the General Assembly, inter alia,

decided to provide the necessary, finances to v;icUider&3&firrfche£e:^«es8Kient

aiasiona and requested the Secretary-General to utilize.resources within

the oxiating regular programme for'technical cp^operati.oa-:for^tlits purpose.

At the time of writing (March 193O)> missions have been requested by
Morocco, Bangladesh, Mauritania, Ghana, Egypt, Malawi, Swaziland, Botswana,

tfcnan, the Philippines, Jamaica and Upper Vblta* The terms of reference for

these missions require the members of the mission to review the information

available, including questionnaires completed by Governments; make an assessment

of the ability of the country to accommodate exploration programmes having

regard to the existing capacity of the mining and energy sectors; determine

the availability of trained and experienced national personnel, together with

the Government's development objectives; assess the country's exploration and

development needs for the next 10-15 years; and, if desired by the Government,

identify specific projects for improvement of geological survey or other elements

of the geoscientific data base as well as for prospecting and follow-up work,

either in minerals or energy.

The assessment missions will be carried out by experts in mineral and

energy exploration and development.. Generally, the missions to each country

will be of approximately three weeks duration.

1/ Argentina, Bangladesh, Barbados, Benin, Bhutan, Botswana, Chile, Egypt,
El Salvador, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guatemala, Guyana9 India, Jamaica, Kenya, Malawi,

Malta, Mauritania, Morocco, Nicaragua, Oman, Philippines, Rwanda, Sri Lanka,

Swaziland, Uganda and Upper Volta.



ANHEC X

Documents prepared for the sixth Session

of the Committee on Katural Resources

2/C.?/9o Mineral resources: trends and salient issues .

S/C.7/97 Economic, social and environmental impact of mining project*

2/C.7/99 Permanent sovereignty over natural resources

2/C.7/100 Tracer of technology: review of recommendations of ttoe
Group of Everts on Multilateral Development Assistance for
the e^loration of natural resources

S/C.7/101 Mineral resources: recycling and substitution

2/= .7/102 *">*•**•** *>* development of the ray. materials base for the
aiefcel industry attd the demand for nickftl over the next tea

2/C7/1O3 Prospects for the development of chromium ores and the demand
for chromium over the next ten to fifteen years

2/C.7AC& The international classification of mineral resources

C/C.7/107 Remote sensing for natural resources exploration

2P/563 United Nations Revolving Fund for Natural Resources Exploration
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AKKSX II. Boots and articles

1. United Nations, Survey of World Iron Ore Resources, Report of a Panel of

Experts, Nev tork, 1970 (Sales Mo, £.69.II.C.^). _ ' " ; : ;

2. United Nations, Small-scale Mining in the Developing Countries, New Tork« 1972

" (Sales Jto.-S.78-H-A.iO. "

J. Centre for Natural Resources, Energy and Transport, Recent Advances -in Mining

• and Processing of Lev-grade and Submarginal Mineral Deposits, Perganon Press,

New Yorit, 1976. ' ■ ' - ■"

i*. United Nations, Negotiating and Drafting of Mining Agreements, Proceedings

of aad. Interregional Workshop organized by the United Rations, Buenos Aires,

Argentina, Mining Journal Bocks, London, 1976.

5. United Nations, Economics of Mineral Engineering, Proceedings of an Interregio

Sesiaar organised by tae United Nations^ Ankara, Turkey, Mining Journal Books,

London, 1976.

6. Hariin, Daniel, "Systematic Mineral Exploration," Natural Resources Forma,

Vol. 1, No. 1, October 1976, pp. 29-37.

Carsaa, John, "United Rations Mineral Exploration Activities: I96O-I976",
Natural Resources Forum» Vol. 1, No. k, July 1977i pp. 317-336.

5. Glusch&e, Wolfgang, Joseph Shaw and Bension Varon, Copper: The Kext Fifteen

Years > a United Nations study, D'. Reidel Publishing Coiffpaay, Dordrecht/Holland

9. Radettti, Marian and Steve Zorn, ?inancing Mineral Prelects in Developing

Countries, a United Nation* study, Mining Journal Booka, London, 1979•



III. Technical Assistance Projects in the Minerals Field Executed

try the Department of Technical Co-operation for Development

in the EGA Region (as of end February 1980)

y

ANGOLA

BENIN- ::/

BURUNHI

ETHIOPIA

Project

Symbol

AKG-78-015

ANG-78-O1T

BDI-77-303

ETH-71-537

Project Title

UETP Funds

Allocated

GABON CAB-7&-O01

GHANA GHA-74-018

GHA-78-003

GUINEA GUI-77-OO8

LESOTHO LE&-73-O21

^WURITANIA MAU-77-OO6

MOZAMBIQUE MOZ-7 8-OO7

NIGER NER-77-OO5

RWANDA RWA-77-OO5

SOMALIA SOM-7 8-004

TANZANIA URT-77--O3

UPPER VOLTA UPV-74-OO4

ZAIRE ZAI-75-009

Development of phosphate deposits;

(pre-feasibility study)

Institutional strengthening for

mineral exploration

Mineral surVeydn Benin (phase: III) .■:

Mineral survey (pfikse III)

Strengthening,of the Geological Survey

Strengthening of!the Geological Survey <

and. j»ineral. exploration ....

Institute of Mining and Mineral

Engineering, University of Science

.and Technology, . :,

Operational assistance to -the'State

Gold Mining Corporation

Geochemical laboratory-' .-..■ ? .. ■

Exploration for minerals (phase. Il) .

Airborne geophysical survey of the

op-1" x. .*. 011 of the B-Iauxi^anides

- Strengthening-and reorganisation1of
, ■ . f.- ..!.:*■. ■ •■ -V'jK j, ■■■■•
the Geological Survey

Assistance to the Cartography Department

Assistance to ONAREM

Mineral exploration (phase III)

Strengthening of the Geological Survey

Mineral exploration in the SoutheastQ

Dja Series (phase II)

Mineral investigation in Northwest

Tanzania (phase II)

Mineral exploration

Evaluation of phosphate deposits

in Bas Zaire

ZAMBIA
ZAM-72-024 Commissioner of Mines (OPAS)

481,000

1,271,020

2,937,951

3,335,688

2,586,863

475,050

Estimat

Complet

date*

March 198O

Dec, 1980

Dec. 1980

I^ec, 1980

June 1980

Dec. 1980

2,

1

2

1

3

033,

723,

753,

,334,

888,

488,

165,

182,

,788,

843

,824

,453

,697

459

234

776

703

,000

,386

-850

,110

,000

,989

,165

,000

,798

,571

,033

,718

,369

Dec.

Apr.

Dec*

May

June

: '- Dec.

Feb.

Dec.

Dec.

Dec.

Dec.

Dec.

Dec.

May

July

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

1980

28,158,040




